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Thank you for your patronage!

We are confident that our excellent products and service can satisfy you.

For your own safety, please read this user manual carefully before installing the device.

In order to install, operate, and maintain the lighting safety correctly.

We suggest that the installation and operation should be done by the verified technician and

follow the instruction strictly.

CAUTION!

Keep this device away from rain and moisture!

CAUTION!

Unplug mains lead before opening the housing!

Every person involved with the installation, operation and maintenance of this device has to:

-be qualified

-follow carefully the instructions of this manual

INTRODUCTION:

Thank you for having chosen this professional moving head.

You will see you have acquired a powerful and versatile device.

Unpack the device. Inside the carton box you should find:

1. One power in cable&power out connector

2. One 3Pin DMX cable

3. Two C omega clamps

4. One safety rope

5. One English user manual

（Flight case, Clamps are optional, please contact your dealer）

Please check carefully that there is no damage caused by transportation. Should there be any

questions, please consult your dealer and don’t install this device.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

1. To reduce the risk of electrical shock or fire, do not expose this unit to rain or moisture.

2. Do not spill water or other liquids into or on to your unit.

3. During long periods of non-use, disconnect the unit’s main power.

4. It should be installed in a well-ventilated place, at a distance of 50 centimeters or more with the

walls. At the same time, please check if the fan and ventilation holes are unobstructed.

The following points have to be considered during the inspection

1) All screws for installing the devices or parts of the device have to be tightly connected and

must not be corroded.

2) There must not be any deformations on the housing. Fixations and installations spots(ceiling,

suspension, trussing).

3) Mechanically moved parts must not show any traces of wearing and must not rotate with
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unbalances.

4) The electric power supply cables must not show any damage, material fatigue or sediments.

Further instructions depending on the installation spot and usage have to be adhered by a

skilled installer and any safety problems have to be removed.

CAUTION!

Disconnect from mains before starting maintenance operation!

In order to make the lights in good condition and extend the life time, we suggest a regular

cleaning to the lights.

1) Clean the inside and outside lens each week to avoid the weakness of the lights due to

accumulation of dust.

2) Clean the fan each week.

3) A detailed electric check by approved electrical engineer each three month, make sure that

the circuit contacts are in good condition, prevent the poor contact of circuit from overheating.

We recommend a frequent cleaning of the device. Please use a moist, lint-free cloth. Never use

alcohol or solvents.

Statement

When the product is shipped from the factory, its performance is intact and the
packaging is complete. All users should strictly abide by the warnings and operating
instructions stated above. Any damage caused by misuse is not covered by the
company's warranty. Failures and problems caused by ignoring the operation manual
are not within the responsibility of the dealer.

Note: Based on our company's policy of continuous product improvement,
the data contained in this manual may change in the future, and will no
longer notify the changes. The company reserves the right to change the
relevant specification data when the product is improved.
The publisher of this manual will not assume any responsibility for the
consequences of such information.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Power supply

AC90 - 250V,50/60Hz

Power consumption: 350W@220V

Light source

7*40W RGBW 4 in1 Osram LEDs

Individual LED control

Average life: 30,000 hrs

Color temperature：2500K-9000K

Color RGBW (red, green, blue and white) linear color mixing adjustment

Effect

Zoom angle: 4-60°; 16800lux@5m@Min angle

Wash/Beam/Graphic/Effects function

Front lens can rotated infinity

With“vortex”and “kaleidoscope” effects

Variable built-in dynamic effects

4 Liner dimming curves

Strobe: 1-25 hz, random and pulse flash

Control

Pan/Tilt: 540/230°

Control mode: DMX512/RDM

DMX channels: 21/35/42/49

XLR in & out: 3-pin

Display:LCD Color display

Packed

Net weight: 13.5kg

Carton box(1-in-1):

Size: 36×48×62cm

Packed weight: 18kg

Flight case(4-in-1):

Size: 85×82×74cm

Packed weight: 118kg
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Fixture Size

Photometrics

Electrical parameters

U（V） I（A） P（W） cosΦ（PF） Hz（HZ）

240 1.311 299.3 0.952 50.0

220 1.419 300 0.963 50.0

120 2.600 308 0.991 60.0
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MENU FUNCTION

Main Menu Level 1 Level 2

Address Setting Address

Running Mode

DMX Mode

21CH

35CH

42CH

49CH

Automatic Mode

Manual Test

R

G

B

W

CTO

Color Macro

Strobe

Dimmer

Pan

Tilt

Zoom

Zoom Rotation
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Main Menu Level 1 Level 2

Advanced Settings

Pan Reverse

Tilt Pan Reverse

Pan/Tilt Swap

Screen Reverse

Language Chinese/English

Dimmer Speed Fast/Smooth

Dimmer Curve

Reset

Reset default

System Information

Version Number

Running Mode

Dmx Address

Temperature

Lamp Beads Hours
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FUNCTIONS OF BUTTONS

Reversal of the display

To activate this function, press the UP and DOWN keys while the display is in the still mode.the

screen is reversed, and the control keys are also reversed. To return to the initial state, repeat the

operation again.

Functions of the buttons- Using the menu

Confirms the displayed value, or activates the displayed function,

or enters the successive menu.

Decreases the value displayed (with auto-repetitions) or passes to

the next item in the menu.

Increases the value displayed (with auto-repetitions) or passes to

the previous item in a menu.

Return to the top level.

Commute from units, tens, hundreds, in the "Address", "Fixture ID"

and "Calibration" menu.

LED lamp bead arrangement sequence

As shown on the right：
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Packaging considerations

The X-axis rapid lock forward is LOCKED,and backward (UNLOCKED) to open.

CAUTION!
Before packing, please get the zoom lens back inside.(Please match the ARROWS with the DOT)

Without this operation, there will be damage of the fixture!
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DMX Channels
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SHAPE MODE DESCRIPTION
CONCEPTS: FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND
The powerful shapes engine embedded in the LiteLEES Big-EYE L10 ROTATION and L10 EASY allows the user to
set all the possible parameters relating to the pixels of the light in an organic way, with a distinction between the
pixels affected by a selected "image" and the ones that are not affected by that specific image (more properly called
SHAPE from now on).

SHAPE PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION

Note:

Foreground Shape Effect:
Shapes will be available while (Dimmer CH12),(Strobe CH11), (Shape dimmer CH29), (Foreground strobe CH33),
(Shape color CH25/26/27/28) turned on then selecting the Shapes on (Shape Selection CH22) with different speed
on (Shape Speed CH23).

Background Effect: Meanwhile the (BG dimmer CH30), (BG strobe CH34), (Color RGBW CH1/3/5/7) turned on.
(CH value mentioned above is based on SHAPE MODE L10Rotation)

Vortex effect: With Shape slot 3(Ring 2 on Shape Selection Value 10) and Zoom rotation turned on.

SHAPE SELECTION*SHAPE SPEED*SHAPE OFFSET*SHAPE FADE*BACKGROUND SELECT

SHAPE
SELECTION

Each shape can be composed of a multitude of frames or be a single, static image.

SHAPE SPEED Allows to set the speed at which the different frames of the selected shape are played by the unit.

SHAPE FADE In case of shapes with multiple frames, it allows to select a snap or faded variation from frame to
frame of the same shape.

SHAPE RGBW Allows to select the colour of the pixels composing the selected shape, if all are left at 000 no
shape will be visualized (unless the background dimmer and normal RGBW attributes of the unit
are given a value, in which case a "negative" of the macro will be shown)

SHAPE
DIMMER

Allows to select the overall brightness of the pixels involved in the selected shape.

BACKGROUND
DIMMER

Allows to select the overall brightness of the pixels NOT involved by the selected shape.
The relevant colour is set using the normal RGBW channels of the wash light.

SHAPE
TRANSITION

Internal fade time between a shape and another one set via DMX. Using this "channel" when you
change from a shape to a different one as if it was the console fade time will avoid the scrolling
effect normally visible when having fades between eg. gobo changes is traditional lights. Fade
time on the console should be set to 0.

SHAPE OFFSET Depending on the selected shape the channel sets the "density" of the involved pixels (few
random pixel, many random pixels) or enables an internal algorithm that will distribute the macro
between a multitude of lights on a specific DMX line basing on their DMX starting address.

FOREGROUND
STROBE

Allows to set a strobe rate for the pixels involved in a macro.

BACKGROUND
STROBE

Allows to set a strobe rate for the pixels NOT involved in a macro.

BACKGROUND
SELECT

Allows to reduce, if needed, the background to a lower amount of "rings".
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SELECTION*SHAPE SPEED*SHAPE OFFSET*SHAPE FADE*BACKGROUND SELECT

Shape
Selection

Shape
Slot Shape Name

Rando
m

Colors
*1

Shape Speed Shape Offset Shape Fade
Background
Select(*3)(*4)

0-7 Macro OFF No No No No

8 1 Pixel 1

No

0-63 = STOP, indexed speed
64-158 = max to min speed,

c.cw rotation.
159-160 = STOP.

161-255 = min to max speed
cc

rotation.

0=snap
effect

1-255=Fade
effect

0-7 = wash
8-15 = background

rings
selection

16-254 = wash
255 = Mirror effet
with background

color

Note: Mirror effect
unavailable for

macro 31.
Macro 67,68,69:the

mirror effect is
available only for

options 1,3,9

9 2 Ring 2

10

11

12

13

14

15 3 Size change Yes

16 4 One outer loop Yes

17 5 Two outer loop Yes

18 6 Double abreast Yes

19 7 Single scan Yes

20 8 Slices scan Yes

21 9 Rainbow1 N0

22 10 Rainbow2 N0

23 11
Outer ring

segmentation
Yes

24 12
Two segment

jump
Yes

25 13 Clock

No
26 14 Arc

27 15 Fan1

28 16 Fan2

29 17
Single random

scan

Yes
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Shape
Selection

Shape
Slot Shape Name

Random
Colors *1

Shape Speed Shape Offset Shape Fade
Background

Select
(*3)(*4)

30 18 Lap Yes

0-63 = STOP, indexed
speed

64-158 = max to min
speed,

c.cw rotation.
159-160 = STOP.

161-255 = min to max
speed cc
rotation.

0=snap effect

1-255=Fade
effect

0-7 = wash
8-15 = Bkgnd

rings
selection
16-254 =

wash
255 = Mirror
effect with

background
rings

selection
color

Note: Mirror
effect

unavailable
for macro 31.

Macro
67,68,69:the
mirror effect
is available

only for
options 1,3,9

31 19 Left/Right
scrolling bar No

32 20 Mirror pixel N0

33

34

35 21 Following pixel Yes

36 22 Wing N0

37 23 Vertical pixel
scrolling Yes

38 24 Vertical double
switching Yes

39 25 Fan3 N0

40 26
Banner and outer

ring switching
Yes

41

42

43

44 27
Double star
inclined to jump

Yes

45 N0

46 Yes

47

N048

49 28 Concave and
convex Arc

50




